Vulcanet®, is the world’s first premium all-in-one cleaning wipe. It is a specialist
product offering premium cleaning and protection for all vehicles.

« It’s my privilege to share my passion with you »
Erik Bernisson - INVENTOR and CEO of Vulcanet
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WATER FREE

www.vulcanet.pro

Use of Vulcanet® does not require any equipment, any specific area or a water
supply. You only need to be able to move around the vehicle you want to clean !
1 - Take a Vulcanet® wipe out from the centre of the roll.
2-A
 pply to any surface without rubbing. When the surface becomes slippery, you
can slightly increase the pressure if needed.
3 - Always tackle a small area at a time without scrubbing, move in slight circles.
4 - While cleaning, Vulcanet® immediately traps particules.
Instruction manual inside.

5 - Vulcanet® wipes lubricate & are still usable as long as they are wet.
6-F
 ollow with microfibre, making a swift , light circular movement without pressing
microfibre is not used to clean, just to finish the surface : the result is brillant.
In case of hot weather, tackle smaller areas than you would normally.
In wet weather, dry the vehicle carefully in order to prevent dilution of the product.

The wheels and lower areas can be cleaned with Vulcanet® wipes already used for
Body. Even if dirty, so long as the wipe is wet, it will still work.
Average use :
▪ Car : 8 Vulcanet® for 1st clean.
▪ Motorbike : 2 to 3 Vulcanet® are enough.
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WATER, EQUIPMENT, SPACE NOT REQUIRED
use anywhere, minimum effort, maximum protection

CLEANING

All-in-One Features :
- Degreaser that prepares surfaces for cleaning.
- Bug and Tar Remover that tackles stubborn deposits.
- Detergent that removes pollution and dirt.
- Glass / Screen Polish.
- Wheel Cleaner that removes Brake Dust.
- Renovation of faded paintwork and contaminant removal.
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Contents : 80/85 Vulcanet® + M420 Technical
Microfibre (washable at 30°C).
Contents less than 5% of non-ionic surfactants.
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Danger

Hazard statement :
Highly flammable liquid and vapor.
May cause serious eye irritation
Prevention :
Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot
surfaces.
Do not smoke - Avoid release into nature.
Keep out of the reach of children.

